A learning management system (LMS) is a software application for the administration,
documentation, tracking and reporting of training programs, classroom and online events, elearning programs, and training content.

Learning Management System is an effective tool used by the faculty members to
deliver academic contents and resources to the students. This method of learning
management system offers faculty members a way to easily deliver material for
studying, while at the same time helping them monitor students’ participation and
assess their performance..
In tandem with this evolving trend MATS University is also judiciously using LMS in its
academic ecosystem.
The internet has revolutionized the way students are learning nowadays. . This
paradigm shift has a tremendous potential in terms of reaching to the audiences,
disseminating information and a seamless connectivity among students and faculty
members. .
MATS University uses the LMS as a strategic tool to leverage the following benefits.
 Centralized storage of all study material
 The presence of students and faculty members at one place is not essential all
the time, which eliminates the legacy of the old system.
 Tracking and reporting system with real life information makes the system much
more permanent.
 A powerful evaluation tool for assignments and projects.

 In this fiercely sensitive information age MLS acts as a savior for updating and
upgrading the study materials. This feature of an LMS is incredibly handy in situations
where someone has to add an additional module to the course or upgrade the existing
course material according to demand in the market.
 LMS is a platform that can be easily integrated with other platforms in order to
encourage a social learning environment. , the powerful learning weapon for classes
with heterogeneous diversity.

To access the effectiveness of the LMS in MATS a study had conducted using a sample of 250
respondents within the periphery of four parameters i.e. understanding, assignment
submission, assessment and study material. The following graph shows the high satisfactory
level among the students participated in the survey.
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The following graph shows the gradual rise in the number of students using LMS effectively
which reflects the confidence the students on this learning platform.
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MATS University has a sprawling campus with uninterrupted Wi-Fi facilities with classroom
packed with IT enabled services.

Following are the ICT enabled lectures prepared by the experienced faculties of MATS
University. For details you can open the links below:
https://youtu.be/JeGyGqJn9-w
https://youtu.be/m8DrCbSyMV4
https://youtu.be/w7fiv7ILKjI
https://youtu.be/bM-wAt8nIKI
https://youtu.be/ElLXreBBEHw
https://youtu.be/GsPKMbvXlzw
https://youtu.be/UbebpyhNaS0
https://youtu.be/Rugaq5ZbgtQ
https://youtu.be/EHOCyzVsxSM
https://youtu.be/KDb3f0DDHws
https://youtu.be/-u02BJVjk-U
https://youtu.be/0jFq4nxGKDg
https://youtu.be/rrGBAFC6QqU
https://youtu.be/3ytyBJNJYVY
https://youtu.be/X-tj5yYrkT0
https://youtu.be/TFtXTnP7ZVM
https://youtu.be/4INfRWZ0cw8
https://youtu.be/vLDdTeT1Fpg
https://youtu.be/jOLfcHnTLfk
https://youtu.be/ZrYjSJqAzEY
https://youtu.be/uU1oiRgiCW0
https://youtu.be/LAh_jc5jyLY
https://youtu.be/aVCAXohww0Y
https://youtu.be/BkRSoTVPSrU
https://youtu.be/sCrmhmJBo2Y
https://youtu.be/HFX2jwMFLTY

https://youtu.be/wdSbVu2F84o
https://youtu.be/E1ZV92myN-U
https://youtu.be/TbQSMqU9UOEs

